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THE IMPACT OF STRATEGIC RESOURCE SEEKING AND MARKET SEEKING
STRATEGIES ON FOREIGN ENTRY MODES UNDER INSTITUTIONAL PRESSURES

ABSTRACT
Multinational corporations (MNCs) are subject to the various dimensions of
the external institutional environments where they operate. Institutional
theory suggests that MNCs need to conform to the prevailing rules, norms
and procedures of the locations where they operate in order to survive and
grow. This means that MNCs need to develop the best possible configuration
of strategy-structure for their worldwide operations. Previous research has
noted that in these conditions firms may simply seek to follow a referent
other. However, MNCs’ specific strategy for a focal foreign operation is likely
to determine the entry mode for each host country. That is, in certain
circumstances it may be whether MNCs are pursuing a market-seeking
strategy or a strategic resource seeking strategy that shapes the entry
mode in face of the prevailing institutional pressures. We contribute to the
understanding of entry modes into foreign markets as a reflection of a
strategic choice that is bound by institutional constraints.

Keywords: strategic resource seeking, market seeking, institutional
environment, foreign entry modes
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INTRODUCTION
To survive and grow in their operations multinational corporations
(MNCs) need to balance internal and external institutional pressures
(DiMaggio & Powell, 1983). These pressures emanate from both the internal
to the firm, and the home and the foreign (or host) business environments.
In multi-divisional firms, such as MNCs, the need to adjust to the internal
pressures may be far more complex than in single business firms, given
that the pressures emanate from both the headquarters and from other
subsidiaries dispersed throughout the world. The host demands means that
the structure and internal procedures of the MNCs’ subsidiaries need to be
adjusted to the expectations and requirements imposed by the agents in
the host countries. That is, they are at best complementary to the home
country-based pressures, such as those by suppliers, clients, banks,
industry and trade associations, and so forth. Nonetheless, in some
instances, the foreign and the home pressures may be conflicting and
adaptation may be hazardous. In sum, adjusting to the institutional
environments is a condition for survival in the first stance and for growth.
To survive and prosper in their foreign operations, MNCs need to
balance several, and often conflicting tensions. The MNCs try to overcome
the hazards of operating in foreign markets by mimicry of incumbent firms,
adopting similar practices, procedures and structures. Hence, we refer that
the institutional pressures lead firms towards homophily. Recently some
scholars argued that both environments and firms co-evolve (Nelson &
Winter, 1982; McKelvey, 1997) and that firms may have different strategies
(e.g., foreign entry modes) even when they are subject to seemingly
overwhelming pressures for conformity. The international business research
has mainly assumed that these pressures stem only from the foreign host
country, but this is not the sole case (Kanter, 1997) since the foreign
subsidiaries of the MNCs also need an internal license to operate, which
takes them to resemble each other.
The extant research in international business studies has delved into
many strategic dimensions but has more rarely focused specifically on the
institutional and social context in which entry strategies are selected.
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Notwithstanding, Ellis (2000) observed how inter-firm ties facilitated the
identification of export opportunities. Henisz (2000) focused on the
institutional environments (specifically, on the political hazards) of the host
countries and how the environment influences MNCs’ operations. Xu and
Shenkar (2002) proposed a series of relationships regarding institutional
distance and the choice of locations and foreign entry modes. Kostova &
Zaheer (1999) examined the institutional environment in which intra-MNC
(inter-subsidiaries) transfers of best practices occurred.
In this paper we examine MNCs’ foreign entry strategies making the
distinction between market-seeking and strategic-resource seeking
motivations of MNCs. However, we also use institutional lenses to embed
the MNCs in the foreign environment. In this manner, we contribute for a
better understanding of the determinants (institutional) and consequences
(strategic choices) that are involved in MNCs’ foreign entry strategies.
Hence, we expect to provide an additional perspective on foreign entry
strategies and institutional theory beyond that recently developed by Xu
and Shenkar (2002) and Kostova and Zaheer (1999). In fact, it is likely
that, at least in some instances, the entry mode is not only a strategic
response as was argued by Oliver (1997), neither seemingly wholly
determined by the institutional environment where firms operate (DiMaggio
& Powell, 1983). The foreign entry modes selected may in actuality depend
primarily on the a priori strategy of the MNCs. We focus specifically on the
distinction between strategic-resource seeking and market seeking
strategies in foreign operations because these two strategies highlight two
contrasting uses and purposes of firm-specific assets.
Towards the purpose of examining how the firms’ knowledge strategy
(March, 1991; Tallman & Fladmoe Lindquist, 2002) on foreign expansion
influences the foreign entry strategies we also observe the institutional
pressures impacting firms. Moreover, we consider three levels of analyses:
host country, institutional distance between home and host country, and
inter-firm interfaces. Thus, in this paper, we focus on the foreign entry
strategies (knowledge and entry modes) and the institutional environment,
with a special emphasis on how strategies may differ even in the presence
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of institutional pressures when the MNC pursues a market-seeking or a
strategic-resource seeking strategy.
The remaining of this paper is organized in four three parts. In the first
part, we briefly review the extant research on entry modes and institutional
theory. In the second part we develop theory putting forward a set of
propositions. We conclude the paper with a broad discussion, implications
for theory and practice and advancing some avenues for future research.
THEORY REVIEW
In the following sections we briefly review the more relevant research
on entry modes and institutional theory. The concepts and advancements
presented feed the next section where we advance a set of propositions.
The Foreign Entry Strategies
Firms interested in serving foreign markets face a difficult decision in
respect to the choice of entry mode (Agarwal & Ramaswami, 1992). The
extant research on the entry modes into foreign markets is quite vast in
international business (IB) studies and an extensive review is not the goal
of this paper. Notwithstanding, we may present the major developments by
focusing on three main approaches that classify a large portion of the
existing research. The first, is the process or stages model. This is rooted in
the idea that firms internationalize first to countries with which the psychic
distance is shorter, and using low involvement entry modes (e.g., exports)
and that gradually expand their operations to more distant countries and
utilizing higher involvement entry modes (Johanson & Wiedershiem-Paul,
1975; Johanson & Vahlne, 1977; Luostarinen & Welch, 1990; Root, 1994).
The research conducted by these authors, among others, suggests that
foreign entry modes follow a sequential pattern that begins with exports
and culminates with foreign direct investment (FDI) operations.
A second, approach sees entry modes into foreign markets as the
result of market imperfections. In this view, the internalization by MNCs of
market imperfections leads to their expansion abroad (see Rugman, 1981;
Teece, 1981; Hennart, 1982; Williamson, 1985; Dunning, 1988; Markino &
Neupert, 2000). The higher the market imperfection (e.g., market for
knowledge) the more likely the MNC internalizes that market. This is, the
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larger the market imperfections the more likely MNCs will opt for entry
modes of high involvement such as greenfield, acquisitions, or joint
ventures (Hennart, 1982; Root, 1994; Markino & Neupert, 2000).
The third approach to foreign entry modes is based on a quasi-social
networks perspective (Ellis, 2000). This network approach suggests that
MNCs’ ties to other firms will be primary determinants of location and entry
mode selection. In other words, business ties contribute to MNCs’
internationalization by providing the MNC with information and opportunities
(Johanson & Mattson, 1988; Ellis, 2000). For example, entry modes through
cooperation (e.g., joint ventures) with other firms facilitates market entry,
reduces risks and costs, and attenuates political and cultural constraints
(Stinchcombe, 1965; Zaheer, 1995; Henisz, 2000).
This brief review on entry modes serves the purpose of establishing
the possible modes of foreign involvement - or entry modes – that MNCs
may select for each foreign market where they operate. We may classify the
entry modes into: exports, licensing, joint ventures, strategic alliances,
greenfield and acquisitions. Each mode’s fit to the specific environment is
also influenced by the strategy pursued, as we will discuss.
The Institutional Theory in a Multinational Context
Institutional theory adopts an open systems perspective whereby
organizations are influenced by their environments. Described simply, the
institutional environment influences will override an internal efficiency
economic rationale for organization’s choices (Meyer & Rowan, 1977;
DiMaggio & Powell, 1983; Oliver, 1991, 1997; Xu & Shenkar, 2002). The
basic question that is asked by institutional theory is: why are organizations
similar? Or, in other words, why do organizations adopt similar practices,
procedures and structures? The simple answer is that organizations do so to
increase their legitimacy and hence their changes of survival and growth.
Legitimacy is, according to Meyer and Rowan (1977), a resource that may
permit the firm to succeed (or not to fail). This means that legitimacy as a
resource heightens the firms’ ability to survive and access a variety of
physical, financial, technical and social resources and to gain support from
the audience (Suchman, 1995).
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The crux of institutional theory is that firms need to select
appropriately the environments in which they operate, conform to those
environments and, eventually, manipulate the environment in a manner
that facilitates the organization to conform. For the MNCs and IB
researchers it is therefore important to determine the factors that make the
MNCs’ actions and strategies legitimate or not. That is: firms need to
understand how to achieve legitimacy or conformity.
It is likely that the entry mode into foreign countries is a primary
determinant of the MNC (or subsidiary) legitimacy because the entry mode
chosen reflects the degree of local embeddedness (e.g., ties to local firms in
the case of a strategic alliance or joint venture), degree of adaptation of the
products, and overall commitment to the host location (e.g., firms are more
committed when they realize foreign investment in a greefield startup or an
acquisition). In considering the legitimacy of the organization in its
environment we need to consider what the MNCs can do to improve their
"fit" with the environment. For example, MNCs that are engaged in quality
controls, have a positive press coverage, support social causes, contract
with consulting and accounting firms, commercialize high quality products,
carry significant efforts in research and development, enter alliances with
other well reputed firms in the industry or in a related industry, and so
forth, are more likely to be legitimate.
Hence, to enhance its legitimacy, the MNCs may follow one of the
three types of isomorphism described by DiMaggio and Powell (1983). First,
the coercive isomorphism indicating that organizations adopt certain
structures ad procedures because they are forced to do so. That is, there
may be laws or local requirements (e.g., incorporation of locally produced
content) that force firms to select some form of operation. Second, the
normative isomorphism indicates that organizations adopt certain structures
and procedures because these are assumed to be better than the
alternatives. That is, MNCs conform to norms because these are norms of
what should be done and lead to better outcomes in a certain market. Third,
the firms may follow mimetic isomorphism which, in essence, indicates that
firms imitate other firms because these are perceived to be successful or
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simply because of a high level of uncertainty regarding what are the best
ways to organize and operate. In fact, the MNCs may gain legitimacy by
following isomorphism choices. That is, MNCs adhere to norms, rules,
procedures, and adopt organizational structures that increase their
legitimacy. At least to some extent this involves being similar to other firms
operating in the same location and/or industry.
THEORY DEVELOPMENT
In this section we contribute to a better understanding of how firms
deploy their strategies in the face of institutional constraints and
opportunities. It seems reasonable to argue that the MNCs are subject to
higher levels of structural (i.e., internal to the firm) and environmental (i.e.,
external and pertaining to the exterior) complexity than domestic firms
(Guisinger, 2001). This is reflected in the realms of institutional theory in
the MNCs being constrained by the following four dimensions: (a) host
country institutional environment (Henisz, 2000; Henisz & Delios, 2001),
(b) home country institutional environment (which is important not only for
the resources but also for institutional conditions, demand conditions, input
conditions, level of rivalry among incumbent firms - see Stinchcombe,
1965; Porter, 1990), (c) inter-firms’ interfaces (i.e., relationships with, or
simply the influence of, other firms) or mimicry (Zucker, 1987; Dacin,
1997), and (d) internal pressures (Zucker, 1987). Thus, we suggest that a
more comprehensive examination of the impact of institutional factors on
the entry modes selected benefits from observing these four levels of
analysis complementarily. Given that each host country has a different set
of rules, norm, and procedures firms need to adhere to idiosyncratic
ceremonies. Each ceremony will also have different consequences on the
strategic choices of the MNCs.
The MNCs’ Strategies: Leveraging and Augmenting Capabilities
The last two decades have witnessed the emergence of a new
perspective in IB studies focusing on the importance of learning and
augmenting firms’ capabilities (Tallman, 1991; Dunning, 1993; Barkema,
Bell & Pennings, 1996; Grant, 1996). This perspective may be termed
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competence-, knowledge- (Barney, 1991; Conner & Prahalad, 1996) or
capabilities-based approach (Tallman & Fladmoe-Lindquist, 2002). Hence,
firms not only expand abroad to exploit their capabilities seeking for
markets where they are able to maintain a competitive advantage, following
the more traditional stream of research in IB studies, but firms also seek to
augment those capabilities (March, 1991; Tallman, 1991; Tallman &
Fladmoe Lindquist, 2002). It is now accepted that firms, namely the MNCs,
compete primarily on the basis of the capabilities they hold. The strategic
resource seeking strategies are receiving increased attention as firms shift
focus from simply accessing local markets and natural resources to
accessing to knowledge intensive assets (Dunning, 1998) but also
knowledge that is location-specific. In sum, firms’ strategies may be focused
on market seeking or strategic resource seeking motivations (Dunning,
1993; Eden & Monteils, 2000).
The purpose of a strategic resource seeking strategy is to learn from
other firms and host countries. These assets, or resources, may take
multiple forms: innovation capability, organizational capability, market
penetration capability for accessing distribution channels and understanding
the host countries consumers’ tastes and preferences (Dunning, 1993).
Much of the capabilities are developed internally, as firms accumulate
experience (Nelson & Winter, 1982; Ferreira, 2005) holding a tacit
dimension that entails experiential learning.
In sum, while the traditionally considered purpose of foreign
investment and foreign operations by MNCs has been the exploitation of an
existing ownership advantage (Dunning, 1993), more contemporary
purposes include the protection of an existing advantage of the firm, or to
develop new capabilities and advantages. Generally stated, firms’ will be
seeking novel knowledge in more developed countries.
The Host Country Institutional Environment
Institutional theory has frequently been interpreted as deterministic
and as positing that an organization operating within an institutional context
is powerless and compelled to conform to the pressures exerted upon it by
the institutional environment (Oliver 1991; Donaldson, 1995). However,
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several authors (e.g., Oliver, 1991; Suchman, 1995) have been suggesting
that firms may choose among a variety of responses and develop strategic
responses tailored the specific institutional pressures (Oliver, 1991;
Suchman, 1995) and these strategies provide different levels of legitimacy.
When firms operate in an host country they are at a disadvantageous
position relative to home country firms (Hymer, 1976; Zaheer, 1995).
These are disadvantages relating to the lack of knowledge on the host
country in such dimensions such as political, legal policies, social norms,
customers preferences, and so forth. However, as foreign firms accumulate
business experience and knowledge about the host market, they gradually
develop the ability to operating in the host country (Dunning, 1993;
Barkema et al., 1996; Guisinger, 2001). Moreover, at least to some extent,
the level and form of commitment of the firm to the foreign country
depends on the knowledge held of the host country. For instance, foreign
MNCs may prefer to start foreign operations entering with some form of
partnership (e.g., joint venture, strategic alliance) or with entry modes that
require a lesser compromise of resources (e.g., exports, licensing). Later
on, as firms consolidate foreign experience, they may consider more
reasonable to develop their foreign operations using models such as
greenfield investments or acquisitions of incumbent firms (Kumar &
Subramainam, 1997; Markino & Neupert, 2000; Chang & Roseinzweig;
2001).
The institutional characteristics of the host country are likely to
influence the choice of the entry mode in foreign countries. Developed
institutional environments (both regulatively and normatively) tend to be
typical of more developed countries (Henisz, 2000). Developed countries
have well established institutions that guarantee the enforceability of
contracts, and generally reduce transaction hazards and opportunistic
behaviors (Williamson, 1985). Less developed countries lack reliable
business information systems, established institutions to support business
activities and an effective institutional setting to enforce contracts (Khanna
& Palepu, 1997) that makes transactions costly and creates uncertainty.
Therefore, concerns related to the appropriability of the returns from
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innovative efforts, risks of reverse engineering, illegal copying of software
and other forms of intellectual property, are less likely in more developed
countries. For MNCs pursuing a market-seeking strategy, this implies that
they may commercialize at a distance without concerns for illegal or
hazardous appropriation of their returns by third parties. That is, firms may
deploy exports as the entry mode. In addition, the enforceability of
contracts also guarantees that the contracts for licensing agreements will
tend to be honored, avoiding legal incursions and penalties. In sum, the
opportunities presented by those developed countries may be exploited by
leveraging the MNCs’ capabilities in the host market.
Conversely, the MNCs pursuing strategic resource seeking strategies in
the host foreign country are likely to be exposed to a different set of
institutional pressures. These pressures may accrue on regulative, cognitive
and normative forms. It seems reasonable to suggest that the concern for
the MNCs pursuing a strategic resource seeking will be based on the
processes that will allow them to become more embedded in the local
milieu. That is because local embeddedness is likely to facilitate the inflow
of knowledge (i.e., learning) that the MNCs are aiming for (Barkema et al.,
1996). Hence, by conforming to the host country norms and practices the
foreign MNCs are taken as insiders rather than outsiders and thus will likely
have easier access to local knowledge and other locally-based strategic
assets. This seems consistent with the current growth of alliances in the
western countries (Dunning, 1993).
The strategic impetus – in this paper subsumed to the distinction
between strategic resource seeking and market seeking - is important for
the choice of entry mode. Note, for example, that Henisz and Delios (2001)
suggested that MNCs seem to seek JVs when entering more unstable
environments. In this reasoning it seems that market seeking and strategic
resource seeking entries should provide different predictions regarding
foreign market entry modes.
Proposition 1a. The MNCs following a strategic resource seeking
strategy entering more institutionally developed foreign markets will
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tend to use joint ventures and acquisitions as opposed to greenfield and
exports entry modes.
Proposition 1b. The MNCs following a market seeking strategy entering
more institutionally developed foreign markets will tend to use exports,
licensing and greenfield as opposed to joint ventures and acquisitions
entry modes.
Institutional Distance
While the static analysis of home country institutional factors may not
be peculiarly interesting, the analysis of institutional distance, or
differences, between home and host country is most relevant. The home
country will imprint (Stinchcombe, 1965) the MNC from inception and
therefore the womb in which the MNC is born will be determinant
throughout its existence. The distance between home and host country has
made some inroads in IB studies but mainly through the work on cultural
distance (Hofstede, 1980; Kogut & Singht, 1988) and psychic distance
(Johanson & Vahlne, 1977). Notwithstanding, some studies have specifically
addressed institutional distance, such as Kostova and Zaheer (1999), Xu
and Shenkar (2002). These studies point out that larger institutional
distance between countries will create difficulties in the operation of the
MNC. In face of these difficulties, that emerge from differences in practices,
norms, procedure, rules, and so forth, and are fueled by impairment of
cognition at the managerial level, it is likely that MNCs will chose foreign
entry modes that require low involvement (e.g., exports) rather that a large
commitment of resources (e.g., acquisition). That is because larger
distances also entail more uncertainty and risk. Xu and Shenkar (2002)
noted the different impact of the institutional dimensions when the
institutional distance is larger. However, these authors seem to have
assumed the traditional market seeking perspective on foreign operations,
disregarding a strategic resource seeking motivation. It is probable that
MNCs pursuing a strategic resource seeking strategy will be affected by
institutional distance at least in a different manner.
An MNC pursuing a strategic resource seeking strategy may engage in
different strategic choices regarding entry mode. This is because larger
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distance also signifies that the technological path of the country has been
more different (Kogut, 1991; Cantwell, 2001). Therefore it is likely that the
stock of knowledge and technologies held by local firms is most different
from those already absorbed by the MNC (Cohen & Levinthal, 1990) in the
home country and in other locations. In this regard, under a strategic
resource seeking strategy, the MNC will most likely attempt to tap into this
local pool of different knowledge in a manner that guarantees most
conformity and local embeddedness as a manner to guarantee the best
access to the local strategic assets. Therefore, while a market seeking
strategy might advise a low involvement mode (e.g., Xu & Shenkar, 2002),
a strategic resource seeking strategy may advise a high commitment entry
mode. The former may be realized through joint ventures and/or acquisition
of an incumbent firm.
The business environments of developed and less develop countries do
differ in a number of dimensions, such as culture, norms and procedures,
economic and legal systems and business routines. These differences
amplify the perceived distance and between the home and the host market
and the perceived risks with unfamiliar locations (Hill, Hwang & Kim, 1990;
Hennart & Larimo, 1998). To some extent, the environment in developing
countries is more complex than that in developed countries, given the
institutional inefectiveness and the well known transaction hazard. In these
instances, managing a joint venture, an alliance or even a partial equity
stake in an acquisition in developed countries is easier than that in less
developed countries (Beamish, 1985). Moreover, the distance per se also
influences firms’ choices. Makino and Neupert (2000), for example, found
that US firms investing in Japan were more likely to prefer joint ventures
over wholly-owned subsidiaries.
However, a note of caution needs to be made because distance may
not be symmetrical. This is, MNCs’ strategies are likely vary if the MNC is
entering an institutionally distant country but still a more institutionalized
country, than if the entry is into a distant country but a less institutionalized
country. Therefore, we need to consider the degree of the
institutionalization of the host country. That is to say that strategic resource
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seeking investments flow essentially among highly institutionalized and
developed countries (e.g., US <-> Western Europe) and from less
developed to more developed countries. Although in some instances MNCs
may seek novel knowledge (in a strategic asset-seeking rationale) in less
developed countries, this is not likely to be an usual search (although
research in industry clusters has some examples of locations of excellence
in less developed countries). Notwithstanding, we propose that:
Proposition 2a. The MNCs following a market seeking strategy from
less institutionally developed countries entering institutionally distant
countries (i.e., more institutionalized) will tend to use exports, licensing
and greenfield as opposed to joint ventures and acquisitions as the entry
modes.
Proposition 2b. The MNCs following a strategic resource seeking
strategy from less institutionally developed countries entering
institutionally distant countries (i.e., more institutionalized) will tend to
through joint ventures and acquisitions as opposed to exports, licensing
and greenfield as the entry modes.
Proposition 2c. The MNCs following a market seeking strategy from
more institutionally developed countries entering institutionally distant
countries (i.e., less institutionally developed) will tend to use exports
and minority joint ventures as opposed to greenfield and acquisitions as
the entry modes.
Inter-firm Interfaces and Mimicry
When entering a foreign market, the MNCs are likely to adopt imitation
strategies because of the high environmental complexity (Guisinger, 2001),
volatility (Dunning, 1995), need for flexible models (Buckley & Casson,
1998). Haveman (1994) enunciated the manners in which one organization
may come to mimetically follow other (i.e., mimetic isomorphism). In
general, MNCs have four possible main groups of referents for imitation
choices. First, MNCs may imitate firms that are in the same industry. These
firms tend to be more readily identified and are more salient to the focal
MNC. Therefore, these firms are more easily understood and their strategies
more easily followed. Second, imitate firms that appear to be more
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successful. One of the main reasons for imitation is to overcome
uncertainty, and the imitation of a successful firm allows an easier (not
necessarily easy because of causal ambiguity - see, for example, Reed &
DeFillippi, 1990) identification of the appropriate norms, procedures and
structures. Third, MNCs may imitate large firms. A large firm may be a good
referent given that one of the objectives of the focal MNC may be growth.
Notwithstanding, we note that the imitation of a large firm may be more
complex and ambiguous because a large firm may possess slack resources
and/or be able to hide its failures for a long period of time covert by a long
term strategy. While MNCs tend to be large firms, that is not necessarily the
case (Oviatt & McDougal, 1994). Fourth, MNCs may imitate firms of similar
size. This is because these firms are more likely to have similar levels of
utilized and slack resources, similar organizational structures, similar
strategies and similar constraints. Finally, MNCs may follow the leader firm
either in the host or in the home country. This may have some parallelism
with the ‘oligopolistic reaction’ observed by international business scholars
(Knickerbocker, 1973). Haveman (1994) suggested that firms tend to mimic
other firms in geographically proximate locations. This suggests either firms
in the home (more proximate) or host countries, but less likely third country
firms.
The analysis of inter-firm interface (i.e., relationships of the focal MNC
with other firms) is quite complex and is probably tied to mimicking
behaviors. This suggests an uncertainty reduction strategy in what seems to
be an overt utilization of referent others (Haveman, 1994; Shah, 1998). It
is not easily discernible who the MNCs will imitate to operate in a host
market, neither what are the implications for the MNC. Clearly, the
arguments for imitation of similar firms have been advanced by scholars
such as Knickerbocker (1973) and Haveman (1994), and might be possible
that MNCs will tend to mimic firms from the same home country. Only in
the absence of a home country referent would the MNCs look beyond
borders for a referent other. However, it is uncertain under which conditions
will the imitation of other firm occur. In specific, it seems reasonable to
suggest that the mimicking effects will be different for MNCs pursuing a
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market seeking strategy from those of MNCs pursuing a strategy-resource
seeking strategy for their foreign operations. Or, in other words, it is
unclear whom the MNC uses as referent since the best choice is likely to
vary according to whether the MNC is following a market seeking strategy
or a strategic resource seeking strategy.
For instance, a market seeking MNC is likely to look at successful
competing firms regardless of their nationality, or country origin, insofar as
this referent appears to be particularly successful in the host market. A
market seeking strategy envisions just that, the successful
commercialization. Hence, MNCs seeking to enlarge their market need to
show some conformity to the local normative and respect the regulatory
aspects of operating in the host market. However, these MNCs need to
maintain some flexibility to exploit their capabilities in the host market. In
this case, what seems important is to look after the key aspects of
operating in the market and any seemingly successful firm provides the
insights required. The imitation of other foreign firms pursuing a similar
goal is a reasonable action.
Conversely, it seems reasonable to suggest that a strategic resource
seeking MNC might have a different set of referent others. The strategic
resource seeking MNCs may chose to mimic a local firm that is particularly
well embedded in the local environment and perhaps that is highly
innovative. In fact, the mimicry of a local firm seeks for a better fit within
the local environment to guarantee access to the key players. Hence, MNCs
seeking to augment their own resources and capabilities may be more
sensitive to conformity to host market conditions and hence use host
country firms as referents. It is reasonable to suggest that this is the
solution to access knowledge held by local firms or knowledge that is
location-specific.
The distinction between market-seeking and strategic market seeking
is mainly on the form of who does the MNC consider as successful given a
certain set of goals. But, in any case it is likely that it will have an impact on
the entry strategy in terms of imitation. In terms of specific predictions, this
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is a case where a general proposition may be formulated for both market
and strategic resource seeking MNCs.
Proposition 3a. The MNCs following a market seeking strategy will tend
to enter foreign countries through entry modes most similar to
successful leading home or third country firms.
Proposition 3b. The MNCs following a strategic resource seeking
strategy will tend to enter foreign countries through entry modes that
permit most similarity to the success factors of leading referent host
country firms.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUDING REMARKS
Although we leave unattended to several avenues and possibly
interesting propositions that could be tested, this paper advances over
existing research in multiple ways. The consideration of the four levels (i.e.
internal, home, host and inter-firm) of analysis is also interesting because it
represents a more accurate representation of the pressures that the MNC
faces. The distinction between market-seeking investments and strategic
resource seeking investments is worth being further studied. It is likely that
the strategic choices of the MNC are likely to be influenced by the
institutional environment but the strategy is also a materialization of the
firm’s cognition. The inclusion of the MNC international experience as a
moderator, reinforces existing research on learning in an experiential
manner (Barkema et al., 1996).
The MNCs engage in market seeking foreign operations to capture
clients in foreign countries. These operations are based on the exploitation
of the capabilities and knowledge already held. Conversely, the MNCs
engage in strategic resource seeking foreign operations to capture new
knowledge, technologies, innovations, business processes and so forth. The
strategic resource seeking foreign investment operations are influenced by
the choice of locations and firms need to assess whether the host country
provides access to the knowledge-related resources desired, but also to the
institutional aspects that may facilitate or hinder the firms from capturing
those assets (Dunning, 1998). The choice of the entry mode into those
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foreign markets needs to be adapted to the characteristics of those markets
to facilitate the capture of the strategic resources that are being sought
after.
Future research may proceed in a number of ways. In this paper we
did not delve into the internal pressures towards conformity, which are
likely to bear significant impact on the choice of entry modes. Indeed it may
be reasonable to suggest that the internal pressures impacts on the ability
of the firm to pursue strategic resource seeking foreign entry modes.
Hence, we may expect strategic resource seeking MNCS to be more flexible
to different forms. This is to say that internal isomorphic pressures are
likely to be near negligible under a strategic resource seeking strategy.
Conversely, these internal pressures are likely to be near insurmountable
for MNCs pursuing market-seeking strategies. Suffice is to note that
strategic resource seeking strategies entail exploration (March, 1991) and
that market-seeking entail the exploitation of the focal MNC’s resources,
capabilities, routines (Nelson & Winter, 1982; Barney, 1991, Teece, Pisano
& Shuen, 1997, Tripsas, 1997). In this regard market-seeking strategies
need to abide by the internal norms and procedures to exploit ownershipspecific advantages (Dunning, 1977, 1998) abroad. In this vein, future
research may explore whether the MNCs pursuing strategic resource
seeking strategies are more or less likely than MNCs pursuing marketseeking strategies to face the need to conform to internal isomorphic
pressures. And, specifically, whether the MNCs will tend to enter foreign
countries through joint ventures and acquisitions when following a strategic
resource seeking strategy.
Although we introduced some complexity in our conceptualizations, by
considering three main dimensions: entry modes, international strategy and
institutional environment pressures, there are many other factors that need
to be taken into account. For instance, there may exist industry specific
factors affecting both the strategy and the entry modes. Scherer and Ross
(1990) suggest that firms in industries requiring large investment with high
asset specificity to the host country, the MNC that is market seeking is likely
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to choose entering through full ownership modes such as wholly owned
greenfield or acquisitions.
Future research may further seek to test empirically the propositions
we formulated. Empirical tests may be based on both primary data
(collected through a survey to MNCs) and secondary data to measure
specific environmental dimensions (e.g., Witold Henisz’s Political economy
database, World Bank, United Nations, etc.).
For researchers in international business and strategic management
studies our paper proposes that it is important to make a more
comprehensive examination of the conditions under which specific choices
are made. For practitioners, we advance the need to consider the
environmental pressures and observe whether specific strategies might be
viable. While the objectives of operating in a certain foreign market may be
clear, the specific manner in which they are accomplished may vary
drastically. Some foreign entry modes are better for specific purposes but it
depends on the markets being entered. A prescriptive framework of foreign
entry modes does not exist.
To conclude, the MNCs’ market or resource seeking strategies are
deployed in specific foreign entry modes but not in atomistic manner, rather
we need to observe the idiosyncrasies of the host market and the overall
operations of the MNCs.
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